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The Most Anticipated Recession? 
Quote of the Day: 

“Life is like riding a 
bicycle: to keep your 

balance you must keep 
moving.” 

The Conference Board’s Index of Leading Economic Indicators declined 
for the 12th consecutive month in March, tying the 12-month streak of 
declines from May 1980 as the third longest since 1959. In each of the 
three prior periods when LEI declined for 12 or more months in a row, the 
economy was in a recession.  But despite such weakness along with 
concerns in the banking sector and much higher interest rates, real GDP 
in the first quarter looks like it will come in on a modestly positive note: 
~1% to the positive.  The major stock indexes have bounced some of their 
Oct 22 bottom and many are hopeful that we can avoid a recession.   

Our view is that that’s not likely.  The Fed just increased interest rates 
again and the higher rates are having a significant impact on economic 
activity.  I’m not convinced that they are taming price inflation, but it is 
likely that such rate hikes will cause a slowdown.  Therefore, our strategy 
is still, depending on client timeframes and risk tolerance, generally tilting 
toward caution with the view that most stocks, really most asset classes, 
are overvalued and it pays to be patient. 

— Albert Einstein 

2023 ALTIUS EVENTS 

Quarter 3 

July 19th – Summer Client 
Appreciation Event 

September 27th – Q3 
Workshop (In-Person) 

Quarter 4 

November 8th – Q4 
Workshop (Virtual) 

December 5th – Holiday 
Client Appreciation Event 
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Currency Concerns  

One of the most frequent questions I get, aside from “what do you 
think of the market?” is “what’s going to happen to the dollar?”  My 
answer is often “I really don’t know but if pressed, I think there is 
still a long runway before anything replaces it?  I hasten to add that 
we are on the wrong track in protecting it.”   

Given the recent bank failures, the wild speculation on Bitcoin and 
other cryptocurrencies, the challenges of other economic powers, 
and our ongoing debt crisis, most investors wonder about how 

strong the US dollar will be in the future.  We’ve heard about currency collapses in faraway countries, but we 
often take for granted that the paper and metal in our pocket and, more likely the accounts that we have in 
the bank, will hold stable value and be able to purchase the things we need on a day-to-day basis.   

Later this year, I will attend a conference in Bretton Woods, NH – the site of the meeting held after WWII where 
delegates from 44 nations met and agreed to have gold as the basis for the US dollar and other currencies 
pegged to the dollar’s value.  The idea was to have an efficient foreign exchange system and to prevent 
competitive devaluations.  In 1971, President Nixon unilaterally announced that the US would no longer 
exchange gold for US currency, and this triggered many countries to link their currencies to others, or a basket 
of currencies, or simply letting it float freely.  The strength of the US economy, our tradition of the rule of law, 
and the legacy of this agreement, along with a transition to “petrodollars” (where crude oil export revenues 
are denominated in dollars) has allowed the US to continue being the “global reserve” currency where other 
countries central banks hold onto dollars and US Treasury securities as reserves.  This has allowed our 
government to have potentially disproportionate power in maintaining the lifestyles of our citizens.  This is a 
very brief comment about history, but it gives context to the concerns since we have many large global 
competitors – will the dollar continue to be the reserve currency and what happens if not?   

My view is that people often don’t understand the strength of the US economy and the underlying reasons 
for that strength.  We do have massive problems and I, for one, would like to see our Congress make dramatic 
reductions in spending across the board.  I am not in favor of an increase in the debt ceiling unless there is 
such a pivot to fiscal responsibility, and I know that risks a default and significant instability in the short term.  
But we are already there in a sense – no, we’re unlikely to formally default but devaluing our currency through 
inflation is essentially the slow way of default. If we want our currency to be a store of value – one of the 
prerequisite attributes of sound money – we must realize that all progress starts with the truth and the truth 
is, our government has not been responsible in the stewardship of our currency.  By creating such massive 
debts, overpromising benefits without commensurate productivity, we’ve created big problems with 
accelerating health care costs, student loan bubbles, way underfunded public pension obligations, and 
deficits that look impossible to control.  That’s the bad news.  The good news is that there is a more rational 
path, and we are not likely to see the dollar collapse any time soon.   

ALTIUS Client Appreciation Event at Bigsby Folly Winery 
We are fortunate to have the best clients in Denver and across the country and we are committed to showing 
our appreciation for the relationship we are grateful to have with each of you. In previous years, we have 
hosted our appreciation event at breweries, but this year we are excited to mix it up with another fun location. 
Mark your calendars for July 19th and come join us for a wine tasting experience, light hors d'oeuvres, and 
great conversation! Please RSVP to jennifer@altiusfinancial.com if you are planning to join as space is limited. 
*Invitation to follow* 



Taylor’s Take: Am I Being Punished for 
Good Credit?  

What the heck? Are we supposed to strive to lower our credit scores now? 
Maybe you have heard that President Biden has recently adjusted the fees 
for Americans with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac mortgages to favor those 
with lower credit ratings. Unfortunately, this isn’t just a rumor. Biden 
implemented changes on the fee structure for borrowers that has been said 
to decrease the fees for borrowers with lower credit scores by up to 200 
basis points and in exchange increased the fees for borrowers with 
excellent credit by up to 75 basis points (.75%).  

So, what does Sandra L. Thompson, Director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA), have to say 
about it? She recently released a statement clarifying the specifics of the recent mortgage expense changes. 
She stated that there should not be a direct correlation to lower credit borrowers having lower fees and that 
ultimately the lower credit borrowers will have higher overall fees. Some of her points include: 

• The FHFA isn’t targeting high credit score borrowers, but rather adding fees to those taking on second
mortgages, those with high balances, and those with cash- out refinances. These will increase between 
1.1% to 3.87% based on their loan to value ratio.

• The FHFA is eliminating upfront fees for certain groups including low-income first-time home buyers.

• Lastly, they are working to recalibrate the upfront fees for purchase and refinance loans to better align
with the risk associated with those loans. These will increase from .25% to .75% in a tiered structure
based on the loan to value ratio.

While this may not be a direct attack on those having good credit, it is a bit of a reverse robin hood moment 
for mortgage fees. Regardless of how the FHFA decides to word it, fees are going up for those who are 
wanting to take on larger or additional mortgages.  

"This confusing approach won't work and more importantly couldn't come at a worse time for an industry 
struggling to get back on its feet after these past 12 months," said David Stevens, a former commissioner at 
the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) during the Obama years. 
While we agree that this is horrible public policy and creates perverse incentive, it is something you will 
want to navigate with your mortgage provider if you are currently in the market for a new or additional 
home. 

Travel Log: Israel & Romania
I spent the last week traveling on the Free-Market Road Show, having the 
opportunity to speak in 6 cities: three in Israel and three in Romania.  The 
Free-Market Road Show is an annual 45 city tour throughout Europe 
(they’ve added some US cities now, too) put on by the Austrian 
Economic Center where we talk to local audiences about markets, 
entrepreneurship, public policy, local issues, etc. from a free market 
standpoint.  I’ve come to know Barbara Kolm who runs the center and is 
also President of the Hayek Institute as well as a Vice President of the 

Austrian Central Bank. I’m proud to have earned her confidence as a speaker, especially since most of the 
others on the tour have substantially more academic credentials. 



Travel Log: Israel & Romania (cont.) 
While I had spoken in Iasi, Romania before, I had never been to the other cities, 
and it was a real treat to visit Jerusalem and see the holy and historic sites.  I have 
read much about Israel but now have a greater appreciation for its unique 
strengths, challenges, and geography.  It was interesting to be in Tel Aviv, where 
we presented at the stock market, since last week Israel was celebrating 75 years as a nation, as well as 
watching the debate and protests regarding judicial reforms.  Both countries seem to be moving, though in 
fits and starts, toward more and better transparency in their markets and politics.  

Book Recommendation: How the Scots 
Invented the Modern World 

I guess you can tell that I’m a fan of Arthur Herman’s books on history.  I thought I had 
a pretty good understanding of the Enlightenment and why the Scottish version was 
superior to the French one, but there is so much that I didn’t know about contributions 
of Scottish citizens over the last 300 years.   

I often retell the important historical coincidence of three events in 1776, that sort of 
mark the birth of capitalism:  1) Jefferson’s Declaration of Independence at the 
American Revolution which began a fantastic journey of political freedom; 2) Adam 
Smith’s publication of his Wealth of Nations (shortened title) which many consider to 
be the birth of economic freedom; and 3) James Watt’s first commercial application 
of the steam engine, unleashing the power of energy and machine work that was 
incorporated into so many industries and gave rise to the western world’s material 

abundance.  Of course, these three developments were not born in a vacuum and there were so many 
contributions before and after, but it is interesting to note the fact that they all happened in the same year 
and two of them by citizens of Scotland. 

The book, How the Scots Invented the Modern World, is a treasure of historical anecdotes regarding 
amazing contributions to the world we live in today.  From Francis Hutcheson’s early opposition of slavery 
and advocating for women’s rights; to the literary works of Sir Walter Scot; to Sir Alexander Fleming’s 
contributions in microbiology and antibiotics; to Mary Somerville the scientist, writer, and polymath; the 
various interests of Erasmus Darwin (yes, grandfather to Charles Darwin); to Mary Burton, an educational 
reformer and suffragist; to the incredible commercial successes of Tommy Dewar and Johnny Walker 
(whiskey pioneers); and of course to Sean Connery, the famous actor who played James Bond.  These are 
just a few of the examples Herman goes into detail about.  While it admittedly displays a certain bias and 
gives some bragging rights to those of Scottish descent, it’s an excellent way to read history because he 
names so many important people and accomplishments that affect us all to this day. 

Michael Williams, CFP® 
ALTIUS Financial, Inc 
michael@altiusfinancial.com 
303-584-9271

* The views expressed represent the opinion of ALTIUS Financial, Inc. The views are subject to change and are not intended as a forecast or guarantee of future results. This material is for informational purposes only. It does not constitute 
investment advice and is not intended as an endorsement of any specific investment. Stated information is derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources that have not been independently verified for accuracy or completeness. While 
ALTIUS Financial, Inc. believes the information to be accurate and reliable, we do not claim or have responsibility for its completeness, accuracy, or reliability. Statements of future expectations, estimates, projections, and other forward-
looking statements are based on available information and ALTIUS Financial, Inc.'s view as of the time of these statements. Accordingly, such statements are inherently speculative as they are based on assumptions that may involve known 
and unknown risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements.  Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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